
The best Forex strategies trading with Moving Average
(Moving Average Cross Strategy) Simple Trading Strategies using
the 5 moving average. The steps - steps that we need to do to be able
to use this strategy include: 1. Use the Forex brokers have low
spreads 2. Open the H1 chart EURUSD Timeframe 3. Add 4 Moving
Average, among others To identify Forex trends (Best method to
identify trend in Forex Trading) 50 period Simple Moving Average
200 period Simple Moving Average To analyze the execution of
open positions (Analysis Forex Trends With Moving Averages)
Exponential Moving Average period of 5 10 period Exponential
Moving Average 21 period Exponential Moving Average 4. To add a
confirmation signal indicator Stochastic oscillator period 8,6,6 5. Add
a 14 period CCI indicator How to find a buy signal (How to find
Buy Signals in Forex market) Moving Averages 50 and 200 cross
each other and form the trend Buy. Moving Average 5, 10, 21 cross
each other and are under candle. Indicator stockhastic oscillator
above 80 area. Indicator CCI has shown over the area -100. How to
Find a sell signal (How to find Sell Signals in Forex market)
Moving Averages 50 and 200 cross each other and form the trend
Sell Moving Average 5, 10, 21 cross each other and being on candle
Indicator Stochastic oscillator below area 80 Indicator CCI has shown
under the area 100 How to Close Positions (Manage your
position with CCI and Stochastic) Close to perform the position,
please take a little profit. a little bit long time as well so the hill.
Bener not? if you want to close can also see the indicator CCI and
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Stochastic. When CCI is overbought or oversold When Stochastic
Already Over and Cross Simple Trading Strategies using the 5
moving average above can indeed help us get a profit each bulanya.
But this strategy is less suitable for you who daily trading. Because
sometimes, in one day is not necessarily we get a signal to open a
position. Sometimes there is also a signal that many in one day. now
up to us to determine the time and schedule for trading. remember
,never greedy in trading. because it could affect our play fisikologis
trading.   By SUJIANTO SUJIANTO
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